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	Numerical Python by Robert Johansson shows you how to leverage the numerical and mathematical modules in Python and its Standard Library as well as popular open source numerical Python packages like NumPy, FiPy, matplotlib and more to numerically compute solutions and mathematically model applications in a number of areas like big data, cloud computing, financial engineering, business management and more.


	After reading and using this book, you'll get some takeaway case study examples of applications that can be found in areas like business management, big data/cloud computing, financial engineering (i.e., options trading investment alternatives), and even games.


	Up until very recently, Python was mostly regarded as just a web scripting language. Well, computational scientists and engineers have recently discovered the flexibility and power of Python to do more. Big data analytics and cloud computing programmers are seeing Python's immense use. Financial engineers are also now employing Python in their work. Python seems to be evolving as a language that can even rival C++, Fortran, and Pascal/Delphi for numerical and mathematical computations.
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Stock Options and the New Rules of Corporate Accountability : Measuring, Managing, and Rewarding Executive PerformanceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Chairman, President, and CEO, Ceridian Corporation
Executive compensation in America is out of control. Board members of some of America's largest corporations have publicly acknowledged this problem and are actively searching for solutions. While new accounting rules requiring an expense for options are a step in the right...
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Embedded Systems and Computer ArchitectureNewnes, 2001
This book is about how a computer works and how it is programmed. No previous knowledge of digital logic or computers is assumed. Embedded Systems and Computer Architecture is intended for students taking a firstlevel introductory course in electronics, computer science or information technology. Whoever you are, if you want to understand what goes...
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Telling Stories: A Short Path to Writing Better Software RequirementsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
From systems designers to top management, everyone loves a good story

Once upon a time, it was well understood that stories teach better than plain facts. Why then are most software requirements documents a baffling hodge-podge of diagrams, data dictionaries, and bullet points, held together by little more than a name and a staple?...
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Digital Signal Processing and Applications with the TMS320C6713 and TMS320C6416 DSK (Topics in Digital Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
With the first edition widely accepted as the most extensive teaching text available, this valuable Second Edition has been fully updated to be compatible with the latest version (3.1) of Texas Instruments Code Composer Studio (CCS) development environment. Maintaining the original's comprehensive, hands-on approach that has made it an instructor's...
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Game Mechanics: Advanced Game Design (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2012

	This in-depth resource teaches you to craft mechanics that generate challenging, enjoyable, and well-balanced gameplay. You’ll discover at what stages to prototype, test, and implement mechanics in games and learn how to visualize and simulate game mechanics in order to design better games. Along the way, you’ll practice what...
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The JavaScript Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	JavaScript is an object-oriented scripting language that enables you to modify a document's structure, styling, and content in response to user actions. This handy pocket serves as both a quick introduction to the language and acts a valuable reference. It's packed with tips as well as JavaScript syntax, methods, and properties....
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